**The More We Get Together**

The more we get together, together, together
The more we get together, the happier we’ll be
‘Cause your friends are my friends
And my friends are your friends
The more we get together, the happier we’ll be

**Let’s Be Friends**

Tune: *London Bridge*

Let’s be friends with one another
One another, one another
Let’s be friends with one another
Let’s be friends today

*other verses:*
You can sing with a friend
You can shout with a friend
You can hum with a friend
You can jump with a friend
You can clap with a friend
You can hop with a friend

**If You're Friendly**

Tune: *If You’re Happy and You Know it*

If you're friendly and you know it, clap your hands.
If you're friendly and you know it, clap your hands.
If you're friendly and you know it, and you really want to show it,
If you're friendly and you know it, clap your hands!

**Friend of Mine**

Tune: *Mary Had a Little Lamb*

Will you be a friend of mine, friend of mine, friend of mine?
Will you be a friend of mine and (insert action word) with me?

(i.e. “jump around,” “clap real loud,” “dance around,” “hop on one foot,” “jog in place,” “sit on down,” etc.)